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Volume LI

Fifty-first Year of PubMcation

Hope College, Holland, Mich., Friday. Nov. 5, 1937

Price Five Cents

HOMECOMING BEGINS TONIGHT
Council Punishes
10 Undisciplined
Freshmen Tues.
Ellerbrook, Pete Elzerman,
Kramer Get Five
Paddles Each
Cries of "Assume t h e Position"

Wear Clothes Backward
As Knicks Initiate Frosh

H O M R m i M f M r :

nrtDirc!

Parade, Football
Game, Banquets
To Be Featured

Knickerbocker f r a t e r n i t y opened
its

informal

initiation

lapse of four years,
Tuesday.

after

this

a

week

Queen Marjorie To Rule
Over Pep Meeting
In Gymnasium

This was the first initiation to
take place this year. The activities
began Tuesday with the pledges
wearing their coats, sweaters and
ties backward, and holding a pep
meeting in front of the chapel.
Wednesday each of the pledges
came to school pulling carts, each
with a sign offering to carry
books. An amusing scene was provided for students passing between
classes to the mock marriage of
Fraulein Al Van Dyke to Durwood Wilterink, by Pastor Maynard Van Lente. At night a blistering paddling session gave impetus
to the neophytes on quests that
extended into early morning hours.

Hopes annual Homecoming celebration begins tonight with scenes
well known command, issued with
of pageantry, revelry, and reungusto from the Student Council
ion. Miss Marjorie Moody, Queen
meeting room Tuesday night. Ten
of the Campus, greets all alumni
Ireshman men, under the eyes of
with the thought, "We hope our
the Student Council and the prosemam purpose of H o m e c o m i n g - t o
cution of President Vollink were
give you an enjoyable w e e k - e n d given the traditional punishment
will be accomplished."
for a variety of offenses. Don
The first highlight of tonight's
Kramer was given five paddles f o r
program is the parade of floats
being too "moody"; Walter Macak,
which forms a t 7:00 o'clock in f r o n t
three paddles f o r being potless;
of Voorhees hall. Judging will ocPete Elzerman, five strokes for
cur between 7:00 and 7:30 o'clock
cockiness, to which he replied, "Aw,
Judges chosen by the council f o r
On Thursday Fisher pushed a
I guess I'm just too impulsive!";
this parade are Mrs. C. J. McLean,
Jim Ter Keurst, three paddles for peanut with his nose from Van
Mrs; William Tappan, and Mr.
'bZZFw.iTo:Millar.0Van Ho^'n
V i f f *
p' , , h m * : e r * B<>otSECOND R O W :
continuous potlessness; Le Roy El- Raalte hall; Kronomeyer demon- M . ™ . Pur**.,.
Willis
Diekema. The judges who
V r n d e n Brink, Norlin. F O U R T H R O W : D e GrooL Powi-r. W - n . ^ n A Vander La®", Poppen. Dinkeloo. Weaver. Hookini
Luitkn
lerbroek, five paddles for dating strated blocking and tackling with F I F T H R O W : C c c h Hln,,. Honholl. g ^ n n o T k ;
s f e n ^ X V )
" - r ' 0,d have been chosen f o r the house
upperclass women; Paul Bethka, Curtis as barker and Veldhuis prodecorations are Mrs. Arthur A
two paddles f o r being too polite viding music. Maatman carried a
Visscher, Mr. Marvin Lindeman,
and much too nicey nice. Girard duck; Droppers a chicken; and De
and Mr. Randall Bosch.
Veenschoten and Art Kronemeyer, Jonge drove between classes.
The line of march has not been
Hope College rejoices in the
four paddles each, f o r being disreA f f a i r s culminated in the evendefinitely
decided upon. Immedsize, strength, and achievements
spectful to upperclassmen. Veens- ing with the final reign of terror,
iately
a
f
t
e
r
the parade dissolves an
of her alumni. We welcome JXMI
Rev.
Fred.
Zimmerman,
choten was deprived of one of his terror.
outdoor
pep
meeting will be held
heartily to the Homecoming
two pairs of trousers. Bill HasMissions
Secretary,
on
the
practice
field around the
Formal initiation will take place Leadership in Activities Celebration. We hope and trust
broek, three paddles f o r cockiness; for the survivors on Friday, Nov.
"largest
bonfire
in
the history of
that the stimulus to the instituTo Speak
On Campus Given
and Ed Dibble, four strokes f o r 12.
the institution, providing the f r e s h tion of your presence may in no
keeping hours unfit f o r freshmen.
small measure be reciprocated
Consideration
Campus Prayer week begins men come t h r o u g h " states Mr. HadReminiscent of the "Old Woman In
in order that together we may
Monday and lasts through Novem- den.
the Shoe," the council "Spanked al
move forward.
Hinga Speaks
ber 12. The guest speaker this year
Seven Hope students were sesoundly, and sent them to b e d ( ? ) "
No college is financially more
will be the Rev. Frederick ZimmerCoach Hinga will be the speaklected last week to represent Hope
Following the ten-ring circus, cosound or educationally more
man,
D.D.,
who
was
recently
proer
of the evening at the pep meetin W/io'h IIV/o in American Colprogressive than her alumni.
chairman Mayo Hadden gave a remoted
to
the
position
of
Secretary
ing.
A farewell to senior football
leges. This year two of the group
Together as graduates and colport on Homecoming. The Hope
of
the
Board
of
Domestic
Missions
men
will be given tonight dnd
are girls, v - ~
^
»
College Queen, Marjorie Moody,
lege we bear the responsfbility of the Reformed Church in Amer- Queen Moody will award prizes
Those selected for Who's Who
of achievement. May the Homewill preside over the pep meeting
ica. Formerly pastor of the First f o r the best float and house decorare
Marjorie Moody, Hope's '38 coming of 1937 be another miletonight, and will award the prizes
Reformed church in Metuchen, ations.
Queen of the Campus; Kathryn
stone in our progress.
for house and float decorations. In
N. J., he has successfully conductWith this send-off Saturday's
Boon, president of the Women's
addition to the big bonfire, there
W ynand Wichers,
ed similar series of religious meet- events will be centered around the
League a s s o c i a t i o n ; Charles
may be smaller fires in the form
President.
ings in other colleges and comes game with Hope encountering
Bertsch, editor of the ANCHOR;
of letters, adding a new touch to
highly recommended.
Alma at 2:30 a t Riverview Park.
Howard Schaubel, vice president
KICK IT!
the Homecoming pep meeting.
The chapel choir, men's glee club During the half the Willard G.
of Blue Key and outstanding f o r
Van Dusen To Judge Trial
and girls trio will furnish music Leenhouts Post of the American
his
exceptional work in football;
If you should notice a dummy for the meetings. An innovation
In anticipation of the freshman
Legion will present medals to the
Raymond Boot, a member of Blue hanging on the bulletin board betrial, the council appointed the
this year will be a sacred music senior football players. It is also
Key, and known for his activities tween Graves and Van Raalte,
principal actors in this Comedy of
program on Tuesday night in the hoped that band formations will be
as Milestone editor last year; Adel- kick it! I t represents Alma. The
Errors. They will be: judge. Bill
chapel. Groups will hold meetings possible. A special section is bephos Te Paske, men's extempore comical figure was manufactured
Van Dusen; prosecuting attorney,
on Wednesday evening and there ing received f o r Queen Moody and
speaker; and Andrew Vollink, pres- by members of the publicity comWendell Miles; bailiffs, Howdy
will be an open forum, led by Dr. her court, the Senior Girls' HonErich Sorantin, who thrilled a
(Continued on Pago 2)
mittee for homecoming.
Schaubel and Del Te Paske; clerk,
Zimmerman, Thursday night. Those orary Society. Immediately a f t e r
crowd of more than eight hundred
Harold Mante; and the jury, the
desiring personal conferences with the game all the fraternities of
with a violin program in Hope
fraternity and sorority presidents.
j Dr. Zimmerman will be given op- the college will hold open house.
Memorial Chapel W e d n e s d a y
And all objections from the apportunity to meet him for that
Hold Individual Banquets
night. (See "Music Notes." page
pointed, overuled.
purpose in the mornings and
four, for complete details.)
A week-end of joy will be closed
afternoons.
by individual banquets which were
"The Student Council and its
The \ cabinets have been work- decided on by the Student Council
Relations to Student Problems,"
How many times have you won- this fall, but he hoped to better his ing hard to make this week a in preference to an all-college banrecord last Saturday.
was the general theme of discusdered w h a t t h e p r o f s did when
quet.
Prof. Albert Lampen is ihe sec- success. The Religious Conference
sion at the national convention of
they weren't talking and what they
has
endorsed
plans
and
given
adTrue Hopeites are greeting evthe National Student Federation
talked about when they weren't retary of the Holland Exchange vice. Appealing to every student
eryone
with those clever orange
of America, a t Michigan State
Alma Nyland, competing against talking about what they were paid club. He enjoys cultivating a garto help make .this a successful and blue characters created so dilCollege this past week end. Pres- Eunice Sluyter, won the honors in to talk about? This survey should den and has just dug his potatoes.
prayer week, Paul E. Hinkamp, igently by the Senior Girls' Honent were 200 student council rep- the Women's Extempore contest show you how the other half lives.
A n o t h e r - p r o m i n e n t c i t i z e n of
college pastor, said, " P r a y for orary society, who did the work
resentatives from all over the held last Monday. Speaking on the
Prof. Albert Timmer is very busy Holland is Prof. Clarence Kleis who God's blessing on the meetings.
(Continued on page 5)
country, including from Hope, Ed topic "Spanish Refugees' Miss Nyat present writing his doctor's the- is active in leading extra-curricular Back up your prayers by your at•
(y— —
Dibble, Peg Bergen and Pete El- land extended her record as a winactivities
on
the
campus.
J
u
s
t
now
sis. His hobby is golf, but he says:
tendance
and
hearty
cooperation.
zerman.
ning speaker. Miss Sluyter spoke
he is initiating the C o m m u n i t y
"My four children keep me very
If requested to render any service
The representatives were guests on the topic, "Who Controls the busy — not to mention my wife," Chest drive.
in connection with the exercises,
He Hikes the Four-Mile
of Michigan State at the f r a t e r n i t y Machines?" as a phase of the sitCoach Milton Hinga is trying to
do it with a will. Thus all workdown
strikes.
Dr. James W a r n e r spends the
and sorority houses, Round Table
Grand Rapids chapter of Hope
bring up his son, Bill, with "a vesing together we can assure a blessFolowing this winning of the lotime
w o r k i n g a r o u n d his new
discussions, luncheons, a banquet,
alumni
held a banquet Thursday,
tige of parental care." He likes to
ing, for God is ever ready to do
and the Michigan State - Kansas cal contest Miss Nyland will rep- officiate at h i g h s c h o o l g a m e s , house. He also writes for literary
October 28, a t the Central Re'exceedingly a b u n d a n t l y above
football game. At the various resent Hope College a t the State partly for the sake of exercise and journals. He likes tennis, golf, and
formed church parish. One hundred
what we ask or t h i n k . ' "
Round Table discussions countless Extempore contest to be held in
hiking.
In
fact,
he
goes
around
the
ten alumni were present.
also to get in touch with new Hope
new ideas were received, concern- November.
"four-mile"
every
Sunday.
Watch
The main address of the evening
material.
Judging the contest were Dr.
ing freshman orientation, school
out you two who are so much inwas delivered by Dr. Laven. Dr.
In the opinion of Dr. R. Shackelections, council regulation of so- Rolland Shackson, Prof. Clarence
terested in each other!
Freshmen! Your trial will be Wynand Wichers presented the
son,
his principal hobby is "rockin'
DeGraaf,and
Prof.
Edward
Wolters.
cial affairs, student-faculty relaProf. Kenneth Osborne also likes
new Hope college professors to the
held on the evening of Novemthe baby." However, he does find
tions, and student influence in the
to frequent these frequently frealumni.
B a r b a r a Lampen, 'SS,
ber 19 in Carnegie gymnasium.
time to be interested in the NaPeace question.
quented
romantic
spots.
For
an
offered
a
piano
solo.
Wickers Returns Today
tional Speech Association and its
Tour State Campus
afternoon's relaxation he likes to
The officers of this chapter are:
From Trip To New York plans. He is going to New York at run on the beach. He also likes litAdrian Buys, president; Miss HelThe high spots of the convention
Christmas time to speak to this
BARBARA
LAMPEN
erature
—
either
heavy
or
light
—
en De Jonge, vice-president; Mrs.
were, a tour of the beautiful State
President Wynand Wichers lis group on "Improvement of Speech
none
in
between.
campus, the banquet on Friday returning today f r o m a week's Teaching in College." "
WINS SCHOLARSHIP Gerrit Winters and Miss Florence
Kortering, secretary and treasurer.
Prof.
Paul
Hinkamp
likes
to
fix
night, at which the delegates were business trip to New York. While
Along with these fond papas is
up
his
place
and
garden
during
the
-o
:—privileged to hear Judge Sam in the east he attended meetings
Dr. J . Harvey K l e i n h e k s e l , who
The
annual
Grace
Browning
muDATES
FOR
HOMECOMING
summer months when he takes his
Street Hughes, of Lansing, and, of of the Reformed Church Board of
seems to think he spends most of
sic scholarship f o r this year has
BANQUETS AS SCHEDULED:
course, the State-Kansas game.
Education of which he is a mem- his time chasing a f t e r his children. family on a t r i p to some point of been awarded to Barbara Lampen.
interest. Reading historical novels
The N. S. F. A. is a national ber.
Or perhaps y o u d i d n ' t r e a d the
Barbara, who has been studying
1. Delphi — Woman's Literary
is a favorite pastime.
organization of Student Councils,
As president of, the General Syn- item in the Sentinel about his fivepiano
with
Mrs.
Karsten
during
the
Club
a t seven o'clock.
D r . W a l t e r V a n S a . u n enjoys
with which any school may become od of the Reformed Church he y e a r - o l d d a u g h t e r walking five
past
f
o
u
r
years,
was
named
the
2.
Soros is—Warm Friend Tavreading on material connected with
affiliated, f o r the annual dues of presided over cabinet meetings miles.
most
outstanding
senior
music
ern
lobby—at
six •thirty.
photography. He particularly likes
two cents a student. A monthly which were also held this week.
According t o Prof. Clarence De astronomy and geology.
student by the music faculty of 3. Dorian—Warm Friend Tavern
news letter is sent to all mem- Being president he was also an ex- Graaf, a hobby means engaging in
the college.
ballroom a t six o'clock.
Dr. Gerrit Van Zyl spends his
bers, suggesting solutions to the officers' member of all boards conphysical exercise. He carries out
4. Alethean—Copper Lantern a t
leisure time reading Dutch chemmany problems confronting Stu- nected with the Synod.
seven o'clock.
his definition b y gardening in the
Mrs. A r t h u r Plakke, mother of
dent Councils in regard to student
He also attended a meeting of spring, h u n t i n g in the fall, and istry books. Much of his life he has
6. Sibylline—Red Brick House a t
M
associated
with
D
u
t
c
h
s
p
e
a
k
i
n
g
George
Plakke, Hope senior, died
activities. I t discusses thoroughly the editorial council of the Inseven o'clock.
skating in winter. He p r e f e r s huntpeople. He even learned his cate- Wednesday at h e r home here.
these various problems and sug- telligencer-Leader,"
the
official ings above everything else.
chism
in Dutch.
gests plans which m a y be adapted publication
Funeral services will be held toof
the
Reformed
Miss Gladys Moerdyke spent the
His neighbor, Prof. Edward WolDr. Teunis Vergeer enjoys bio- morrow at 2 p. m. from the Fourth
to one's own student government. Church.
week-end with her brother in
ters, hain't had much lock bunting
(Continued on r a g e 2)
Reformed Church.
cago.
and sounds associated with t h a t

Student Council
Appoints Seniors
For Who's Who

Greetings, Alumni!

Monday First Day
Of Prayer Week

Four-Mile, Gardening, Children,
Occupy Spare Time o f Faculty

Extemp Contest Won
By Miss Alma Nyland

Grand Rapids Alumni
Hear Dr. Laven Talk

Hope College Anchor

Page Two

Co-eds Rise Early for
I Alumni Notified
Hike and Breakfast

Van Vleck Men
Parade Pajamas
Second Serenade of Year
Awakens Dorm Girls
• From Sleep
It was after midnight on Thursday, October 28, when Voorhees
Hall was suddenly awakened by a
bugle call. Thereupon the boys of
Van Vleck Hall gave Voorhees
girls the second serenade of the
year.
Anxious eyes peered from windows and saw fellows in multicolored pajamas - gathered in a
circle singing a group of songs.
Roger Van Oss, president of Van
Vleck (wearing pink pajamas) led
the group.
Included in the boys' repertoire
was "I Wear My Pink Pajamas"
and "You Can't Love One." Clifford Keizer (in striped pajamas)
accompanied the group on the
piano while Henry Voogd played
the trumpet and Wesley Kraay
and Henry Morgan blew into trombones. Information could not be
obtained concerning the uniforms
of the three above-mentioned orchestra members. The pajama program was concluded with the song
"Good-night, Ladies."
Before the serenade the freshmen of Van Vleck attended the
Holland theater and paraded down
Main street attired in their colored "Slumber Suits." It was
learned, from reliable sources,
that after the serenade the boys
sang themselves to sleep.

MERIT

fAETMM*
CAROL I ve
MMV RUD

Hobby Interests Occupy
Spare Time of Faculty
(Continued from Page One)

logical hikes and working in the
garden.
His colleague, P r o f . Oscar
Thompson, experiments with flowers and likes baseball games.
Prof. Garrett Vander Bough is a
crack chess player.
Paul Brouwer is interested in
photography.
D. J . Zwemer is a member oi a
volleyball team, plays in the American Legion band, and is practicing
now in the orchestra which is to
accompany the "Messiah."
Jack Schouten's hobbies are dogs
and horses. He loves to read and
has an abundant library of books
on all phases of his work.
Oh, To Be a Plumber!
Prof. Thos. E. Welmers wishes
that he had lots of money so that
he could purchase a complete set
of plumber's and carpenter's tools.
He would like to build furniture or
even a pipe organ. He is an accomplished organist and played the organ in church when he was ten
years old.
Dr. Edward D i m n e n t says his
hobby is trying to find some spare
time. He does do a great deal of
Greek translating for cultural and
linguistic purposes.
$3.50 Mrs. Bruce Raymond was asked
to name the activities which took
79c up her husband's spare time. Her
answer was: "What spare time?"
$1.00 It seems very evident that none
of the professors have a great deal
$1.00 of spare time to themselves. PerTar haps they might even have some59c thing in common with some of the
students!

SHOE CO.
Bowling Shoes
Spats
Rubbers
Arctics
Tennis
Comfort Slippers
•

A

N

49c

D

ANY OTHER FOOTWEAR
NEEDS

SUITS

—

TOPCOATS
ALL KINDS

Lydia DeVries was pleased to
have her parents visit her last
week-end. They stopped over on
their way from Montana to New
York and are sailing from New
York tomorrow f o r the Netherlands.

OVERCOATS
—
—

SPORTCOATS
A L L PRICES

A R C T I C - P I C T U R E S COLD
ARCTIC products are cold, delicious and palatable. Our ice cream is the quickest help-out
in a social emergency. With all we have a
warm spot for "Hope."

ARCTIC

ICE

CREAM

Co-eds of 1837 Serious-Minded —
Rose at 5:30 Every Morning

Back in the days when education proper medium between that spirit
of Oriental barbarism which regards women as fitted only to be
men's parents and housekeepers,
and the infidelity of 'women's
rights/ falsely so-called." Three
years later, two more co-eds grad
uated from Hope, and from then
on, in almost unbroken succession
classes with women members went
out from the college. However, not
until 1902, when Anne Riemans
(Mrs. John Winter) was valedicto- SEVEN SENIORS SELECTED
FOR COLLEGE WHO'S WHO
rian of her class, and when she
entered an oratorical contest, did
(Continued from page 1)
women really take their place in ident of the Student Council.
the college activities.
These students were chosen by
Today, a hundred years a f t e r the the Student Council, aided by the
entrance of the first women into
faculty. Each was judged on his
an American college, Oberlin celebrates; and every co-ed in the character, scholarship, leadership

for women first started, a co-ed
was not a rather frivolous girl
student wearing a page-boy bob
and a picture scarf; she was, as
you can easily see from the above
photographs, a very modest and
serious-minded young lady. The
first women ever to be admitted
to an American college entered
Oberlin college, Oberlin, Ohio, in
1837. These four girls were enrolled in the female department of
the college, and although they were
allowed to take any desired courses,
most of their studies centered
around more ladylike subjects such
as Hygiene, Politeness, Dress, and
"the qualities essential f o r a minister's wife." Modem co-eds may
well be glad that they did not live
in those days, for, among other
unbelievably strict rules t h a t these
girls followed were: Young ladies
must rise at 5 a. m. and retire at
ten in the evening; a half hour
must be reserved every morning
for private devotions; there must
be no calling during study hours;
and — there must be no going to
the pantry or bakeroom without a
reasonable excuse!
However, we seem to find no
such conditions existing on Hope's
campus, when, in 1882, the first
two women to complete a four-year
course here were graduated. They
were Miss F. C. Phelps (later
Otte), and Miss S. G. Alcott (later
Wljitenack), who,- i t seems, were
thought to have quite a softening
effect on the male members of
their class. Their entrance was,
perhaps, a response to the concession in the Hope college circular
of 1865 that "Higher education for
females seems to furnish the

country realizes that it is to pio- in extra-curricular activities, i. e
neers such as these that she owes athletics, society, religion and polher present educational privileges. itics, and his possibility of future
usefulness to business and to soSENIOR PICTURES TO BE
ciety.
TAKEN AT WINSLOW
Who's Who is edited each year
STUDIO
by the University of Alabama. It
includes th4 biographies of each
Photograph contracts f o r
student elected, a synopsis of each
the Milstone of '38 have been
university
and college represented
made with Winslow studio of
in it, a description of sororities
this city. Mr. Winslow is the
and fraternities, stating when and
official photographer f o r the
where they were founded. Unique
Milestone and so all seniors
ways by which men and women
mus thave their pictures takearn their way through college are
en at his studio. A discount
of 26% is being offered to
also included. A copy of Who's Who
. .
.
.
.
seniors.
» sent to many large
where
I fyou want any pictures
students may be considered f o r
taken f o r Christmas^ you
employment. Articles taken from
must have them taken before
the book are edited in popular
December 1. There will be
magazines and n e w s p a p e r s
no discounts given during the
throughout the country.
month of December because
Hope was admitted to the Who's
of the rush of business at
Who m American Colleges in '36.
the studio.
Among the representatives elected
'The juniors and freshmen
that year was Helena Visscher,
have responded almost 100%.
now Mrs. William Winter, first girl
"My personal grievance is-4hat
The sophomores will do the
president of Hope's Student Counyou are all too busy—you go,
same in a few days. Why
cil.
hear, play to^ much," President
not: every Senior picture
Ada L. Comstock told young
taken before December l e t ?
"There is little to be attained in
women at the opening exercises
For further details see Howthumbing a ride in the rumble seat
of RadclifTe college. " . . . your
ard Schaubel or me.
of a college curriculum," warns
lives are too broken by telephone
Harold Leestma,
Dean Guy Stanton Fpiti, acting
calls, meetings, rehearsals and
president of the University of MinMilestone Editor.
other distractions."
nesota. "It is not the business of
a university to educate its students
against their will. What you get
out of college and out of life will
C i ? a m b ? r of C o m n w r r ?
be a measure of what you put in
An essential branch of any proit."
gressive d t y ' s activities is Us
Chamber of Commerce. It fills the
"The difficulty presented by degap between the official city body
layed adolescence in college stuand private enterprise. It is looked
dents can only be overcome by a
to for leadership in the promotion
desire on the part of the college
of commerce and industry.
to understand each individual and
Holland is well on the way to inan attitude of cooperation on the
dustrial recovery. Support your
part of the student in the enterChamber of Commerce and let's
prise of his education." Dean Herfinish the Job.
bert E. Hawkes, Columbia college,
reports to President Nicholas Murray Butler.

torn,

Keefers Restaurant

CO.

Serves You Twenty-four Hours a Day

AT YOUR SERVICE
Phone 3886

Hope's' Co-eds were up before
breakfast last- Saturday when the
Women's League sponsored its
October function in the form of a
breakfast hike on the Fova Mile.
Attired in sports togi, .the early
birds met in front of Voorhees hall
at eight o'clock. A brisk walk over
the popular route of last year's
hike gave them real appetites for
f r u i t juice, rolls and coffee.
Lepore Vandermade, as chairmatt.'of the event, was assisted in
the arrangements by Arden Boven
and Rose Teninga.
There was no special charge f o r
the affair, the expenses being covered by the semester dues of 60
cents for each member. A final
campaign is taking place at the
present time to urge all co-eds to
pay their dues.
Lois Voorhorst
is the new
treasurer of the
o r g a n ization.
The League expects to sponsor
one such function each month
f o r the women Lenore Vander
of the college.
Made

-r

w« • •

•

Addresses of Eighteen
Missing Persons
Not Located
The Alumni association plans to
have a large attendance a t the
annual Homecoming, beginning ton i g h t The Publications committee,
consisting of Paul Brouwer, *81,
Cornelius Vander Meulen, '00, and
Willard Wichers, '32, edited the
Volume I, Number I issue of the
Alumni Bulletin of Hope college
which will serve as a connecting
link among the alumni.
All the alumni have been notified of the Homecoming celebrations except eighteen who cannot
be located. Their names are as
follows:
Mrs. Daniel Snydacker, nee Bertha
Stibb.
Miss Susanna Soerine.
Mrs. E. Duma, nee Helen Smith.
Miss Ruth Everhart.
Mr. Henry Van Slooten.
Miss Katherine Kamps.
Rev. Floris Ferwerda.
Mr. Henry Wolthorn.
Mr. Meinte Schrurman.
Rev. Nelson Dalenberg.
Rev. Robert Kroodsma.
Mr. Raymond Doekson.
Miss Lillian Congleton.
Mr. W. Leenhouts.
Mr. William Vanden Berg.
Mr. George De Roos.
Mrs. F. L. Kennedy.
Mr. Harris Smith.
It will be appreciated if anyone
knowing the addresses of the
above alumni would submit them
to the office, or the Association
officers, Henry Geerling, '88, president; George Pelgrim, '16, vicepresident; Agnes Tysse, *28, secretary, and Clarence Kleis, '19,
treasurer.
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NO FLASHY CLOTHES' SAYS
DEPARTMENT IN MANNERS

New York City (ACP)—A department in manners—the first in
a publicly supported university—
has been created a t Hunter College. It will be known as "the
.ABC of Living, or Conversation in
^
the Amenitiell(
Cus.
toms."
Mrs. Katharine Bleecker Meigs
who heads the course, has prepared
a set of commandments f o r the
business woman. They are:
ONE—Thou shalt not ever use
scented powder as a substitute for
soap and water.
TWO—Thou shalt not wear
flashy clothes, or screaming colors.
THREE—Thou shalt not put on
makeup like Theda Bare, nor perfume thyself so strong that strong
men reel when you pass.
FOUR—Thou must not talk too
freely—keep gossip for thy private life.
FIVE—Thou must keep thy love
life outside the office.
SIX—Thou must not leap like
a fire horse at the alarm when 6
o'clock comes.
SEVEN—Thou must speak clearly and directly—accurately.
EIGHT—Thou must not be
emotional or oversensitive or get
thy feelings h u r t
NINE—Thou must do thy work
thoroughly. Pear not to say, "I
don't know."
TEN—Thou must not think men
in the office are walring passes
when they are only being civil; do
not make passes thyself.
Mrs. Meigs believes manners are
taught, not inherited.

PEOPLE'S STATE BANK

Prompt Service

133 FAIRBANKS AVE.
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Why not celebrate Homecoming with a new coat or drees?

its congenial atmosphere.

We have made a very careful selection in coats and dreues

HOPE COLLEGE

T. KEPPEL'S SONS
JOHN VANDER BROEK, Mgr.

and wish for it only continued success. As in
the past, may its influence for good become
great with ihe passing years.
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A:
' club was
the
held last night in
Alethean
room.
The meeting was a result of an
organization assembly held a week
ago Wednesday in Dr. James Warner's room, when a dozen senior
English majors discussed proposed
activities and purposes for the
club. Betty Nieusma and Charles
Bertsch were appointed as a committee to prepare the program and
refreshments for last night's meeting.
The meeting featured games,
yroup singing, and the reading of
some humorous poetry.
o
C.W.L. MEETING

w By Mary Jane VaupelL
^
• • •
Sibylline nfembers carried oat
the theme Hallowe'en last Monday evening when they went window peeking with freshmen guests.
Glass chimes were played by Laura
Van Kley who polled the bells of
song in the form of community
singing. "Glass Through the Ages"
a serious paper by June Lundbom •M
gave msny novel and interesting
points on the development of
glass, a f t e r which the "two glasses" were filled with piano, as Alberta Kooiker and Alma Weeldreyer favored with a duet. Angeline Dornbos as the glass blower,
read a humorous paper called ''How
to Study—for the Benefit of the
Frjishmen." This was taken from
the archives. "Just a Mirror
(Mere) Presumption" w a s seen as
a skit was displayed. The program
concluded with selections from the
glass tumblers, nee the original
Kaxoo band.

Ith

McCoy Bynum, an evangelist
and alumnus of Bob Jones' College,
spoke at the Christian Workers'
league last Friday afternoon. Devotions were in charge of Helen
Leslie, with Evelyn Ver Hoek accompanying' the g r o u p - s i n g i n g .
Mrs. Bynum favored the League
with a few readings. Bertha Vis,
accompanied by Alma Weeldreyer,
sang "City of God" by Warner
Valkenburg.
The messages given by Mr. and
Mrs. Bynum challenged each one
present to become a more zealous
Christian worker. The desire that
every student could have the opWednesday, October 27, twenty portunity of listening to these
Hope students traveled to Grand speakers was expressed by some
Rapids to be entertained by the members. Mr. Bynum is conductCalvin students at a joint C.W.L. ing meetings at the City Mission.
meeting. Dr. Samuel Dykstra, a The group was also impressed by
missionary from China, led an open the originality and talent shown
forum at which he answered ques-1 by the freshmen who participated
tions about the Chinese nation. He in this program.
brought up an interesting angle
about machines which we have introduced into the Orient. At present, women there work in large
factories for as little as 8 cents
a day. These people do not know
how to control the influence of the
machine, the speaker said.
After the meeting a social hour
was held upstairs. Hope and Calvin students got together to talk
over their respective colleges. A
friendly spirit was shown all
through the evening.

Sorosis belles chimed merrily
The view De Groot, Hope varsity centsr, will get Saturday, when the Dotchmen face the Sects
last Monday night as they announcCourtesy Culver Military Academy.
ed "open house" at their little red
""^
^
school. Chapel exercises were duly
HOPEITEJ
RECOVERS
Hay-stacks, jack-O'-Ianters, and
Y.M. NEWS
observed with Dr. Tysse in charge
com
stalks formed the setting
The Y.M. meeting held l a s t
Miss Jacqueline Karreman, Anof devotions and Prof. Young
when
Dorians celebrated HallowTuesday
was
led
by
Dr.
J
.
R.
Mulchor feature editor, has been at
"working her foray through cole'en in the barn of Esther Vandenher home in Charlotte, Mich., for
lege" by leading songs. First hour der on the subject, "Christ Crowned
Belt last Saturday night. Attired
class brought laughter as teacher on Hope's Campus." Two weeks ago
the past three weeks, recovering
informally
in slacks and sweaters,
Fenelon made history with her hu- Rev. C. P. Dame led on the subfrom a minor operation. It is exthe members of the society joined
mor. Musicians gathered during the ject, "Christ Crucified on Hope's
wholeheartedly in playing all the pected t h a t she will be back at
second hour as director Boon lec- Campus."
traditional Hallowe'en g a m e s - school next week.
tured on the development of mu• * *
Blind man's Buff, Rabbit, Animals,
Better Than Ever at ihe
sic from the works of Chopin to
Hector Munro, a past student of and charades. A radio provided mumeeting with customary song serthe "Big Apple." Interpretations Hope college, now employed in
sic f o r a barn-dance. After approvice, led by Gerald Rowerdink, OLD MAN STAR SAYS:—
were given by pianist Lampen.
Michigan City, was seen at the priate refreshments had been eagafter
which yells were given under
Science labratory was conducted
Hope frosh football game.
erly consumed, Dorians bobbed for
the
guidance
of Si Voogd. A Hope
by June Pomp who experimented
"Many a person looking for an
« « w
apples in a huge tub. The evenCollege
Trio,
consisting of Ger- opening has fallen into a hole. Fsllon the book "Delinquency and the
Richard Gregg, J . D., addressed ing ended appropriately, when Kay trude Young, Mary Jane Vaupell,
Insane." A study in sociology with
Stronks, fittingly garbed as a and Thelma Kooiker sang "Harbor ing in here is great for that "hunsocial problems by Gennie Nafe, the student body in the chapel exwitch,
told fortunes in the weird Lights" and "Allah's Holiday." gry feeling."
Cleo OHn, Rose Teninga, Flor- ercises of October 27. Mr. Gregg is
light
of
the spooks' fire.
Gerald Koster read an Original
ence Olert and Virginia Ellison lecturer and writer on the power
Dorians
entertained
members paper on "Conditions of the
proved to be the last hour of the of non-violence.
W e are enlarging o u r
and new girls last Monday with a Slums." He offered a solution f o r
• «•
evening. Lorraine Pomp assumed
literary
program.
After
devotions
the preesnt state of debris by adOctober 28, the students heard
Professor McLean's chair for the
building to serve you
"A Sandwich immense for
occasion. Programs ware in the Dr. Hung Te Chu of China, who led by Doris Wade, Dorothy Boeve , vocating government supervision of
tenament houses.
Current
form of report cards, and credits spoke on the Chinese youth and led the group in singing songs and ^
wiib increased efficienFive and Ten Cents."
rounds.
Isla
Meppelink
gave
a
events
was
presented
by
Ernst
the
situation
with
Reference
to
were marked as the schedule progdramatic reading of Cornelia Otis Weiberink, followed by the "Do's
— - * - -i'*,i'*ii~>r>nr>nrm
cy and speed.
Japan's invasion of China.
ressed.
Skinner's
numerous
essay,
"Excuse
and
DonTs
of
Hunting,"
a
"humor
• • •
It, Please." Alvin Schutmaat, article by Fred Bertsch. He was
Emersonian alumni will attend
Delphians spent a day with a brother of Dorian Dorothy Schut- amply costumed for the season.
the society's homecoming banquet
maiden of the past generation and maat, then guestarred on the proat seven o'clock tomorrow evening.
the modern miss at their last meet- gram with two numbers—one of
The banquet will be in charge of
"Songs
Without
ing. Mother as a girl was so typ- Schubert's
Edwin Luidens, class of 1940, am
ically portrayed by Ardene Boven Words," and a popular medley of
will be served at the Emersonian
that we wonder if she wasn't born "Stardust" and "In a Sentimental
House. There will be responses
thirty years too late. But daugh- Mood." The program ended with
from new men, from active men,
ter—Oh I Mildred Potter gave the Mildred Strabbing's review of the
and from alumni.
modern version of youth with its new book "Life With Mother" by
• e •
carefree attitude and manicured Clarence Day, and the singing of
The chapter's meeting of Octo- styles. Special characters feat- the Dorian song.
ber 22 was in the hands of the ured during the playlets were
•
« •
sophomore members of the society. Gladys Dornbos, the old-fashioned
eans Quality
Knickerbockers held a brief busVice-president Paber gavelled the beau, Mary Damstra, the beauty iness meeting Friday evening at
ore for your dollar
members into the assembly room operator. Patsy Verhulst, the mod- their house. Plans for homecoming
any styles to
and turned the meeting over to Ed- ern boy friend, and Lois Voorhorst, and future parties were discussed.
choose from
* * •
win Luidens, sophomore chairman. the inquisitive pigtailed sister of
odern
equipment
Van HartesveH batoned the group 1 ihe horse and buggy days. The
Cosmopolitans opened t h e i r
in the singing of the Emersonian roles of mother were portrayed by
Get a circular and free trial
song a f t e r which he and Don Esther Bultman and Lois HeinCleaning and Pressing
Cordes capably historied supersti- richs.
See our samples of "name onM Stationery
*
*
«
Expert Workmanship
tion. Shiphorst soloed the music of
the evening as Sager pianoed. Quist
Aletheans went back to the days
then superstitioned some more on "when knights were bold" and
all kinds of
the eccentricities of the moderns. maidens fair, as they presented
Sager humored the meeting in con- their last sorority program. Scrip- TAILORING. ALTERATIONS,
REPAIRING
cluding the program with his scien- ture was resd by Archbishop of
tifically cured idiosyncracies.
T- R. ufcers Co.—2nd Floor
Canterbury Alice McClay. The L
At Reasonable Prices
Pledge Van Wyk, advantaging lamplighters were Jean MacNeill
himself as master critic, cast sev- and Betty Nieusma, who presented
eral disparagements and asper- poems. News was shouted by
towncriers Isla Meppelink, Alice
sions on the entertaining class.
LIGHT CONDITION
The junior literary meeting of McClay and Harriet Lemkuil, afyour room
ter which the king's chorus was led
the Emersonian society was in
by Kathryn Esther. "The Nile," by
with an IES BETTER-SIGHT
charge of Harold Elenbaas. ChorLudwig was reviewed by British
SHAMPOO AND
Complete Printing Service
ister of the occasion was Don Van protectorate Gertrude Dame, and
LAMP
STYLED
Liere. Don Warner rendered a sci- the court musician, Jean MacNeill,
FINGER WAVE
9 East IDih St.
Phone 4337
Holl md
entific treatise on t h e subject of favored with a piano solo. The
"Colloidal C h e m i s t r y . " Orville program concluded with a skit enYou Can Expect More at NyhiLS.
Beattie, Coopersville special, ren- titled "King Henry VIII." Actors
Pay as Little as Yon Like for a
dered some American classics in were Nelva Zandbergen, Virginia
backwoods fashion, playing a com- Ver Strate, and Edith Smith.
Permanent
bination of harmonica and guitar.
PMl Mouw, observing ^he season
Values from $4 to $7.50
Holland's Busiest Drug Store
of the year, delivered a paper explaining some of the less commonEvery Permanent
ly known facts about football. H.
Includes—
"JTA* Houti of Strvicc"
Edwin Allen continued the proConsultation for style
Cleaning and Steam Pressing
gram with an original and entertaining interpretation of Oliver
Thorough shampoo
Phone 2465 — W e Call for and Deliver
Wendell Holmes' "The Deacon's
With Ash Tray
Plenty of curls
CORNER COLLEGE AVE tnd 6TH ST.
Masterpiece." A trumpet duet by
HOLLAND
Harold.Elenbaas and Bob Verburg
Automatic steaming
dosed the evening's entertainment
If it's smart topcoats you want—-see us.
Styled finger wave
and Benjamin Verateeg offered the
vm
M
master critic's report.
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Are Women Interested?
For years the women on Hope's campus have demanded a
place on the sports program. An opportunity is now being
given for this demand to crystallize. Trainer Jack Schouten
has received requests from several schools, such as Muskegon Junior College, requesting an interchange of engagements in sports by the fair sex. The last chance is being
given NOW for girls on the campus to show their interest
at the present time. If no organized action is adopted by the
women of the campus, the subject will be dropped.
— P. V.

Are Yon Guilty?
"Rumor is a pipe blown by surmises, jealousies, conjectures, and of so easy and plain a stop, that the blunt monster with uncounted heads, the still discordant wavering
multitude, can play upon it."
So wrote Shakespeare of the "ancients." And it is the
same in modern times. Recently, three rumors have budded
forth on the campus. Upon investigation by the editorial
staff, two of these rumors have been found to be absolutely
without foundation. The third will be cleared up after various versions of the rumor have been assembled and assimilated into one problem for solution.
A questioning attitude in regard to certain matters is a
healthy sign. However, if questions do arise, they should
not be answered by someone's "cooking up" some fantastic
explanation which has no grounds. They should be carefully
investigated, and only facts and truth assembled in this
manner should be valid for discussion and publication. No
one need fear for the truth. Truth will triumph; half-truths,
such as we find in rumor, should, however, not be tolerated.
— P.V.

Hopeites Thirsty For Knowledge

Musk Notes
The second concert of the Holland Choral Union was given
Wednesday night by Erich Sorantin, an American violinist, who has
s t u d i e d extensively here a n d
abroad. His accompanist, Dorothy
Crost, gave evidence of her musicianship in her important share
of the work.
The numbers were not confined
to any period and were chosen
from works of composers of all
kinds of music, including two original pieces. The program was as
follows:
Sonata in A Major..Caesar Franck
Ciaconna
J . S. Bach
Spanish Suite
M . de Falla
Ave Maria....F. Schubert-Wilhelmj
Rondo in G
Sorantin
Capriccio Amoroso
Sorantin
Flight of the Bumble Bee
Rimsky-Korsakov
Dr. Sorantin exhibited the clear
technical mastery and shaded tones
by which concert-goers remember
him. He has appeared in Holland
previously with a string quartet
and with the Chicago Little Symphony. He has at various times
been conductor of the Tennessee
Philharmonic and the Nashville
Symphony orchestras.
The artist played his entire pro-

Gab
About
Garb

Why are they all kept secluded
in this room? The atmosphere of
the office is obviously that of business—not t h a t which pervades a
picture gallery! One who visits
the office and notices the conglomeration of these pictures ;n such
an environment surely cannot
judge correctly or be aware of
their true worth.
What a splendid opportunity the
several bare walls of the library
rooms afford. With its distinctiove

circled with >vide, green Velvet
ribbon.
* * «

A black* velvet princess style
evening wrap will give Dottie Vanden Bout that cloistered look. To be
worn over a gold lamee cloth formal.
• •

v Spanish tile color taffeta will
be worn with lots of style by Babe
Spaan. Its outstanding feature
is a royal blue and gold bordered
Queen of the Campus, Marjorie hem.
• • •
Moody, is wearing white satin,
Norma Claus in royal blue acfashioned in the style of yesteryear, with fitted waist and full cordion-pleated chiffon will probskirt. The dress is trimmed with ably knock you over—with
gold lace and gold accessories will feather—in her hair.
• «*
be worn.
• • •
Aqua-lace jacket dress fitted in
Eleanor Stryker's choice for the princess style wiU be jworn by
evening is a black velvet dinner "pageboy" Rowerdink. The very
dress with gold sequin collar and chic color combination is derived
cuffs. Fine black net is used for from her doubonnet accessories.

• ••
Vivid green taffeta formal piped
in gold with a matching hip length
jacket will be worn by the girl
with moonlight in her eyes and
yellow roses in her hair, Gladys
Van Lare.

STUDENT

WeU, we're off again in a cloud of dirt! f
What senior girl has been dating, off and on, what freshman fellow,
leavtng what sophomore girl to date what junior classman who was
"that way" about her last year too?
3CANDALI WOW!
Jane Zeh has a new motto. IVs—Do your Christmas hinting early.
Juke Arendshorst and Poogy Morris weren't the only ones to get a
kick out of the freshman football game a week ago Thursday n i g h t
We noticed (who didnt?) Big Brothers Eddie Heneveld, Mart Timmer
and Bill Arendshorst letting off a little plain and fancy steam during
the curse of the evening!
the course of the evening!
ABOUT THE only thing a girl needs today to be known as a linguist
M the ability to speak a language flippantly.
We know we're only dames and don't know anything about football
—but, why do the fellows in the backfield of the frosh team all stand
still like fielders on a girls' baseball team, and watch a punted ball sail
down through the air, instead of getting the other team out of the way
or something?
£•
MAYBE WE should remember that co-eds should be seen and not
hard . . .
heard . . .
^Everyone on the campus ii simply overjoyed (and overworked) when
t T Homecoming grads arrive. And we suppose t h a t most of the
alumni have found out by this time that to reach heights of success
you have to stay on the level . . ,
AND everyone can see where Mary Jane Vaupell's mind lies — she
thinks Gladstone is a diamond engagement ring I
And we know we should remind the seven seniors that made the
collegiates WHO'S WHO that the penalty for being highbow is early
baldness!
DID

Y0U

notice at the frosh game: Betty Van Putten, staunch
sophomore, rooting wildly among a bunch of freshman boys? . . .
Hester Soeters arguing with hometown friends about the merits of
Hope and Kazoo teams? . . . Bob Vanden Berg, junior class president,
valiantly serving as water-boy?
• Literary Note to Advanced Compers: Confessional stories have been
trite and found wanted . . .
A MONOLOGUE— is a conversation between an alumnus back for
Homecoming, and an underclassman I
It seems t h a t local material doesn't satisfy certain Holland High
school girls. What's the attraction, Fraters?
A RAZ-ma-taz, a raz-ma-taz
We all belong to the senior class;
We do not swear, we do not shoot
And we don't go to the Institute/
A Chicago paper says that a Chinese general has ordered none of
his soldiers to marry until the war is over. He probably believes in
one battle at a time . . .
We don't pretend to be an infallible lonely hearts bureau or anything, but here are a few predictions we make for the Homecoming
game . . . And don't forget, they all laughed at Christopher Columbus I
Jean Rottschaefer with Kenny VanderVelde
Marijane Brouillet with Jim De Weerd
Florence Vis and George Douma
Kay Eldridge and Klomp
BiU De Young and Bob Haack (?)
Ange Van Lente and Louie Jalving
. Hilch Bos and Verne Scheerhom
Kay Donohue and Cal Vander Werf (!)
Lil Van Raalte and Andy Lampen . . .
And speaking of ihe former editor of the ANCHOR, do we seem to
notice a scent of orange blossoms in the air?
YES, IT'S columnists like us t h a t live off the fatuous of the land!

Molenaar & De Goede

MARY JANE
COFFEE SHOP

44 East Ith Street

THE NICER THINGS TO EAT

Highest Quality

Lenora Vandermade in a formal of that new faile material, the
color being a toss-up between old
rose and mulberry. It is strictly
formal with a very short bolero
jacket.
• • a

Groceries and Meats

SPECIAL WEEKLY RATES

NICK DYKEMA

Dashing
doubonnet— —crepe
with — tailored — peplemed —
jacket,—'Ginny" Ellison.

SUITS -

$23.50 up

186 River Ave., Holland

WEST ITH STREET

The freshmen dorm banquet is
not to be formal but "after the dinner is over"—

R a d i o s

ALWAYS THE LATEST AND BEST IN FOOTWEAR!

WHITES' MARKET
HOME OF QUALITY MEATS

printed

236 River Ave.
YES! WE DO

Have Your Ejm Examined
by

D r y

V . R. STEVENSON

$9.95 up

White Cross
Barber Shop Take with you a Sport Shirt

C l e a n i n g

Optoamri*

The Synthetic Method Using Carbon-Tetra-Chloride
as a Solvent!

24 EAST ITH STREET

SAFE AND ABSOLUTELY ODORLESS

Meyer Music House
Alumni!
Students!
Welcome!
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Borp's Bootery

the yolk and sleeves adding a dePhyllis Newcastle will be wearcidedly glamorous touch.
ing green satin—talk about a poste « e
man's holiday!
A scintilating silver cloth jacMargaret Bilkert in pink taffeta.
ket sophisticating royal blue moire
Marthene Van Dyke with plen—Peggy Bergen.
ty of gold zip and black velvet.
* e o
Mary Ruth Jacobs—cerise tafA redhead in green is stunning,
feta
and velvet.
but a redhead in black and green

"Discus Thrower," "Washington",
etc., add an air of dignity and
beauty to the library?
Another reason that I consider
important in transferring the picTable Models
tures from the office to the library,
is that more people would be able
to appreciate them. At least ninetenths of the student body use the
library extensively, whereas only
a few are in the office f o r any
length of time.
Why not share these pictorial 17 W e s t 8th S t
Holland
representations then, by placing
iAAA
them (or some of them) in the
library—and simultaneously make
it a more attractive room?
—R. C. K.

literary atmosphere, those classical and artistic pictures would be
most suitable there. There are
the

Thos. F. Sanger
Manager

The TeOer

* * •

Ruth Stryker — pastel
is breathtaking. Genevie Nafe in
white
silk.
black taffeta, with full skirt en-

198 River Ave.

P R I N T S
•By J. HOEKJE and D. LINCOLN

* * *

Welkom Vrienden.

Dear Editor:—
To the animated words of John
Keats "A thing of beauty is a joy
forever," may I add—"if it can be
seen!"
Yes, I admit readily enough t h a t
this modified verse does not pertain to all forms of beauty. That
which I have particular reference
to, is the beauty of the rather wellknown pictures hanging drearily in
our college office.

gram admirably and the audience
was cordial throughout.
o
Next Sunday afternoon Hope
alumni will have an opportunity to
hear the chapel organ when Prof.
Osborne plays his monthly vesper
service. The program promises to
be interesting, uniting classic with
modern composers. The familiar
and very popular toccata, " t h o u
Art the Rock," furnishes th^ climax of the program.
Choral —
Andriessen
Largo (Trio Sonata II)
Bach
Toccata, Adagio, and Fugue
in C
Bach
Twilight a t Fiesole.
Bingham
Pensee d'Automne
Jongen
Toccata, "Thou Art the
Rock"
Mulet

•

o

Let The Sparks Ply

students' names as they are
spelled in the Student Guide,
directory of Hope students
which was published Oct. 27.
If there is any student whose
name is misspelled in the
Guide, he may come to the
ANCHOR office, located under
the college office, and change
the speUing of his name as it
will appear in the newspaper.

HOMECOMING FORMAL
PREVIEW
• • a
By Margaret Allen

Ever since college started this fall, a number of speakers
have appeared on the college platform at chapel and on other
occasions. These speakers have left us their ideas on a wide
variety of subjects. Regardless of their delivery, the majority of these topics have been discussed from a most prejudiced standpoint. We as students frankly appreciate this
fact, and wish to thank the administration for procuring
speakers who have stimulated thought and discussion on the
topics under consideration. The functions of a good editorial
are the same in that they both tend to provoke thought.

Welcome, alumni! Another year has gone by, and the
time has come once more for a Homecoming Celebration.
Again, we who are left at Hope will attempt to show you
a royal time during your brief stay here. For weeks preparation has been under way to make this Homecoming the
best ever. The committees have worked hard and each
society will show its best in originality and craftsmanship
again tonight. Tomorrow, our boys hope to play a good
football game which you will not soon forget. Local merchants and other townspeople have co-operated marvelously
with us in arranging for this event. Your showing them
that you appreciate their efforts will stand both you and
your school in good stead. Again, may we wish you all
possible success and happiness in the next two days especially, and in all the days to come. Alumni, we salute you!

The ANCHOR f o r years has
maintained a policy of spelling

JBY
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MODEL LAUNDRY, Inc.
EVERSHARP
REPEATING
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We are proud
To have Hope College as our neighbors

BAKER FURNITURE FACTORIES. Inc.
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Hope to Entertain
Debaters Saturday
Ernest TirreU in Charge
Of Forensics Tourney
For High Schools
Saturday will be an eventful day
for approximately 100 high school
studenta who will gather on Hope's
campufl to compete with each other
for honors in debate.
At 9:30 tomorrow morning representatives from over 20 high
schools coming from such s u i |
rounding cities as Kalamazoo,
Three Rivers, Muskegon, and others, will meet each other in debate,
with various faculty members of
Hope college acting as judges. A
second round of debates will be
held at 11:00 with the various visiting coaches acting as judges.
The group will assemble in the
First Methodist
church f o r dinner where Prof e s s o r Bruce
Raymond ^ w i l l
Address t h e m .
From there they
will go to River-

^

Z SfJS

guests at the college a t the
Homecoming football game. Earnest
Tirrell, Pi Kappa Delta debate
n a m e n t Members of the debate
manager, is in charge of the toursquad and speech classes will act
as chairmen for the individual debates.
As a result of the large forensic
rally held last week a large college
debate squad is now meeting regularly. Members will begin practice
debates with each other very soon
on the question: Resolved, That the
National Labor Relations Board
should be empowered to enforce
arbitration of all industrial disputes. The extemporaneous speakers are also meeting regularly to
discuss their topics.
Anyone who is interested in any
forensic activity and has not yet
signed up with Dr. Shackson
should sign up immediately f o r one
of the various forensic activities.

Miles Noses Out Lubbers
In Men's Extemp Contest
In unusually close competition,
Wendell Miles, senior of Holland,
nosed out Howard Lubbers of
Orange City, Iowa as winner of the
Men's Extempore Speech Contest,
held last Tuesday in Dr. Roland
Shackson's room. Mr. Miles' winning speech "The Justification f o r
War from the Japanese Point of
View" was his second speech of
the afternoon and broke the tie
f o r first place which he had previously held with Mr. Lubbers in
a field of five entries. The winning
of this contest gives Wendell Miles
the privilege of going to Albion
College and competng there as
Hope's representative in the Michig a n Intercollegiate Extempore
Contest to be held on Nov. 23.
All five participants in the extempore contest spoke on subjects
connected with the Sino-Japanese
conflict. The first speaker Irvele
Harrington had the topic"Is Japan's
Aggression actually a Blessing to
China?"; James Prins discussed
"Russia's Position in the Oriental
Conflict"; Howard Lubbers spoke
on "The Aims of Japan in China";
Wendell Miles on the "Probable
Consequences of Japanese Victory
in China"; and Wilbur Jacobs, the
final speaker ,had as his subject
"Wherein our Neutrality Acts are
Failures in Conflicts such aa the
Sino-Japanese 'War/"
From these entries, the Judges,
Mr. Paul Brouwer, Mr. Clarence De
Graaf, Dr. Shackson and Dr. James
Warner, chose as equally excellent
the speeches of Mr. Miles and Mr.
Lubbers, and new topics were assigned them to speak on to decide
the tie. Mr. Lubbers' second topic
waa "The Beat Course for <the
United States in the Present Conflict"
Before introducing Fred Japinga
aa chairman for the contest, Dr.
Shackson, speech professor, explained to the fifteen or twenty
members of the andienre, that extempore speeches, unlike orations,
are unmemorised, and that they
are judged on qualitiea of

Are Taken
By 300 Hope Students

tionP
Attend
Teachers' Meet

About three hundred Hope students took the tuberculosis test as
offered by , the Ottawa County
Board of Public Health. The number of students showing positive
reactions was less than had been
expected. Some time in November
x-rays of the chest will be given
those persons with positive reactions. Details as to the exact time
and place of this next test will be
explained later by letters sent to
those who had positive reactions.
Hope's Homecoming celebration is saddened by the remembrance that in the midst of
these festivities last year one
of our best known and best
loved professors was taken by
death. Dr. John Nykerk was a
valuable asset to this college
community for more than 50
years.
A plaque has been placed in
the lobby of Hope Memorial
chapel which will serve as a
memorial to the old students
who studied under Dr. Nykerk
and to the new students who
feel familiar with him only
through contact with tradiditions which he instigated.

Miss Boyd, Prof. Lampen
Speak at Sessions
Of Institute

Band P r e s i d e n t

James Hinkamp,
Vice President
With the new uniforms already ordered, the band will fno -longer
wear civilian clothes such as bandsmen are wearing above.
*

* *

"Watch the Band Go By" will
soon be the slogan on Hope's campus, for Hope's band will soon appeal to the eye as well as the ear.
The band has definitely improved
this year. It is only fitting that
they should look the part. Uniforms h a v e b e e n o r d e r e d for a
membership of 39. The uniforms
are m i l i t a r y style, navy blue

trimmed in burnt orange, with an
anchor and the words, "Hope College" on the left sleeve. The caps
are of the Sousa style, the top being soft without a wire rim.
Band officials r e g r e t f u l l y announce that, though six companies
were contacted, no firm was able
to s u p p l y u n i f o r m s in time for
Homecoming. The band, as well as
the whole campus, is greatly disappointed; but there will be a uniformed band for the basketball
games.
In p r e p a r a t i o n for the Home-

coming parade, the band has had
some marching practice under the
baton of S i m o n S t e k e t e e , drum
major of Holland High last year.
The organization is proud of its
large clarinet section, the section
s m a l l e s t a n d w e a k e s t in m o s t
bands. Ordinarily lost in the blare
of the brass, these players can now
be heard in their colorful passages.
The group especially needing recruits is the trumpet section. Hope
should have some trumpeters hiding around the campus somewhere
and the band needs them.

October 28 and 29, the Michigan
Education association held the
fourth regional institute in Grand
Rapids. Sixty seniors taking education -courses were excused to
attend.
Miss Laura Boyd and Prof. Albert Lampen of the faculty were
guest speakers in the German and
mathematics groups respectively.
Many will remember George F.
Campbell, leader of songs, who
spent a few days a t Hope last
year. He led the community singing in the Civic Auditorium —
without the help of Eamie!
Those who attended the conference enjoyed the meetings. Many
found more pleasure in meeting
some of Hope's alumni in the
teaching profession, and in getting
a peek at our immediate competition. Quotes one novice, "I made
sure that Mr. Vander Borgh and
my critic teacher saw me there—
at the meetings but not at the
teachers' ball!"

TEACHERS TAKE TICKETS
Leonard Kaslander, Paul Stewart, Roger Van Oss, and Peter
Veltman, all prospective teachers,
were employed as official tickettakers at the Civic Auditorium,
Grand Rapids, last week Friday
during Teachers' Institute there.
o
HOMECOMING BEGINS TONITE
WITH PARADE, P E P MEETING

"Four years in the classroom
and on the campus should engender confidence in the authority of
your intellect while enabling you
to judge between the valid emotional life which sustains reason,
and the opposite, which drags it
down." Princeton's president. Dr.
Harold W. Dodds, tells his students
that they must learn how to control their emotions with reason if
mankind is not to experience a new
dark age.

Miss Mildred Mulder of VoorThe Classical club held its fourth
meeting last Wednesday at 4:15 hees hall spent the week-end with
her family in Blissfield, Mich.
p. m., under the co-chairmanship
of Dorothy Lincoln
Leackfeldt.
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Latest MoJels

"DICK" THE SHOE DOCTOR

Latest Siylings

Electric Shoe Hospital
J. ARENDSHORST
nuu. WTI
luucrotn

10 East Eighth Street

DIAMONDS. CHINA, GIFTS

Kodaks and Kodak Finishing,

F I N E WATCH

.•

34 W. Eighth . S t
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Stetson Hals
Holeproof Hosiery

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
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BURT L. POST,

Holland, Michigan

For the New Fall Shades

Proprietor

See SPAULDING'S SUEDES

Deer Hunters

with all of the new fall colors and combinations.

A'i T T E N T I O N !
. t .

Deer Hunting season opens Nov. 15.
now while our stock is complete.
ammunition, etc.

A r r o w Shirts, Knox and

Lokker-Rutgers Co.

Framing and Gifts

REPAIRING

•

$18.50 up

DU SAAR
Photo and Gift Shop

P o s t U r u t r l r y & (Sift i$iiop

•

Suits and Topcoats

That's Our Business

(Continued from Page 1)
under Patroness Mrs. Zwemer and
Advisor Mrs. Prins.
Plans for this huge homecoming celebration have been formulated under co-chairmen. Mayo
Hadden and Del Te Paske. Committees headed by Henrietta Bast,
campus decorations; I(athryn Boon,
field -decorations; and Del Te
Paske, publicity, have all co-operated to make this the gayest successful week-end in Hope's history, for 1937.

Quality Shoe Repairing

In the styles that you have been looking for

.

AT

Get your supplies

We carry a\full line of

SPAULDDOROWNbilt SHOE STORE

We also issue all kinds of licenses.

—r,-,-,rru^rmj-iAj-Lnj-uL

CORNER HARDWARE

Look to BOXER'S

210 River Ave.

—for the newest styles—

You will be glad you married if you make your home com-

"Say it with Flowers"
IT'S "MUM" TIME

fortable with Furnishings from the "Old Reliable Furniture

Ebelink Flower Shop

Store."

We're showing a large selection of
SPORT COATS and JACKETS
—•in leather—wool—Corduroy
Just the thing tor school wear

Phone 9496

JAS. A. BROUWER CO.
T h e O l d Reliable Furniture Store

KRUISENGA VOGUE SHOP

212-216 River Ave., Holland, Mich.

13 West Eighth S ^ r e ^ r \

140 WORDS A MINUTE
ON A

WE ARE COMING DOWN THE STREET
TO MEET YOU. . .

ROYAL

Visit us at our new location on COLLEGE AVENUE.

PORTABLE

SANITARY BARBER
SHOP

Weri#s Typing

STUDENTS!
The sky's the limit! Smooth, cffortlos, big-machine features and a fiilltized keyboard put Royal in a class
by fadf for speed and convenience.
Yet Royals cost no morel

'ALWAYS THE LATEST INltilLLINERY"
INMILLIN
—

21 Ij e

SPECIAL 25c DINNERS
8th Street near CoUege

WARM FRIEND TAVERN

M A I N AUTO SUPPLY

a Holland Institution

GUARANTEED REPLACEMENT PARTS, "STEWART - WARNER"
RADIOS, GENUINE "R.C.A." RADIO TUBES, "AM-PLUS"
POWER-TO-STABT BATTERIES, EVEREADY "PRESTONE",
ANTI-FREEZE.

Wants to congratulate this dty on bmng able to boast
that it has a Hop# College, an institution of such high
morit. Tho Tavern is at your sorvico for any social
S'V'V

A HOME OWNED STORE
60 East Eighth Street
Telephone 3639
JOHN JOUSMA, Prop.
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SPORTING JOTS
By Bob Wishmeier

Michigan Normal Recuperated Hope Linenp Awaits Stiff Test
Triumphs Over
With Powerful Alma Eleven Here Tomorrow
Crippled Hope

Saturday afternoon, Hope's foot- to Ypsilanti, Hope outgained the
ball team returns home. . . The Hurons, seven first down to six. . .
gridiron warriors of 1937 have finHope's frosh closed the first grid
Displaying two featured long
ished a disastrous road schedule, schedule in the M.I.A.A. in seven runs, a powerful Michigan Normal
and now face Alma in an attempt years last Thursday night. . . eleven turned back a crippled Hope
to erase the sting of a tie and two This season the frosh tied Kazoo, team Saturday by a 19 to 0 score.
defeats with an ^Annual Home- 0-0, lost to Hillsdale, 14-0, and The ailing Dutch aggregation with
coming Win. . . Only once has lost to Alma, 34-0.. . . In the last only one regular back, Thomas, in
Hope lost a homecoming under M.I.A.A. schedule, Louis Japinga the lineup- lacked scoring punch
Coach Bud Hinga. . . It happened and Ed Damson led the frosh to and the Huron double stripe marker
last year when jinx triumphed over a league freshmen title. . . In the was never threatened.
tradition: Kalamazoo, 13, Hope 7. interim, Hope has lost twice to
All of the scoring was done in
.. . . Other homecoming contests in Western State—in 1933 and 1936. the first half. The first tally as
Hinga's reign find Hope defeatBad luck has followed Hope in a result of an intercepted forward
ing Alma twice and Hillsdale and
pass when Valleau, diminutive
Albion each once. . . Hope tied the past two (games. . . In the quarterback, picked the ball out
Hillsdale in Hinga's first year, 19- losses to Kalamazoo and Michigan of the air on his own six-yard line
19 a f t e r the Dales had beaten Chi- Normal, Hope saw opponents turn and sprinted 94 yards unmolested
cago, 6-0. . . This week, Hope breaks into scores. . . Two inter- to the Hope goal line. Walsh placefights f o r t h e resumption of a cepted passes, a fumble and a poor kicked the conversion.
record, and for second in the M.I.- kick proved scoring chances against
In the second quarter Walsh,
A.A. .. . Last year both Hope
r and the
•"** Dutch. . . The
aiic game last
iubi week
weeK fleet Ypsi, back, got loose and racAlma finished the season with two | reminded players of Hanneman, ed 61 yards along the sidelines
defeats, a tie, and five losses. . . now playing with the Detroit Lions, for the second touchdown; he failThis year, each club has suffered who was an Ypsi end in 1935. . . ed to convert the extra point. Their
two defeats and .a tie, and the That year Hope tied the Hurons in third and last score came on a
loser Saturday falls behind. . . Holland, 7-7. . . Three of the four sustained drive down the field with
Bob Marcus, in high school or veterans of that game who are left Valleau carrying the ball over on
college, has never finished a full to Coach Buck Rynearson were re- a line smash from the 2 yd. line.
athletic year without interruption. placed by abler men last Satur- The closest Hope got to the Nor. . . When a senior in Holland day. . . The Normal line was the mal goal line was in the second
High, a broken nose kept him from heaviest to oppose Hope this year. quarter when (Thomas cut back
playing three football games.. . . . . . . It averaged 206 pounds from through the line and raced 40
Last year, National Guard duties tackle to tackle. . . Ned Shaw, who yards before he fell on his knee
at Flint kept him from several formerly led cheers for Hope men on the 20-yd. line. Here Hope failed
basket. ball games. . . This year while at Holland High, is a cheer
to gain and they surrendered the
it is a dislocated shoulder which leader at Michigan Normal. . . He ball on downs. Hope held the edge
keeps him out of three football declined his services to the Hurons in first downs by a 7 to 6 margin.
games. . . In losing to Kalamazoo, last Saturday. . . We at last know
Valleau and Walsh were outaccording to thfe Gazette jthere, why the first half at Ferris was so standing for Michigan Normal and
Hope outgained the Hornets, nine slow. . . Mayo Hadden forgot to the brilliant work of Van Domelen
first downs to eight. . . In losing wear a certain little ribbon. . .
at fullback and Thomas at half

Hillsdale Wins
Over Hope in
Frosh Tilt
On Friday, October 22, the frosh
footballers traveled to Hillsdale to
play their second game of the season. They returned home on the
short end of a 14-0 score. Although
defeated in their second consecutive start, the frosh showed a lot
of improvement over the Alma
game.
The frosh started off in fine
style, running the ball to near
midfield from the kickoff and then
quick kicking to the enemy 10yard line. On an exchange of
punts Hope gained slightly but
Hillsdale upon receiving the ball,
gained back all they had lost and
and some more. Featuring Johnny
Kemperman, Grand Rapids' athletic star, the Dales marched from
their 25-yard to a touchdown. The
pay off play coming on a pass
thrown by Kemperman.

REFEREE WAITS TABLE
When the frosh squad stopped
to eat on their way home from
the game with the Hillsdale
freshmen, some of them entered the dining room with
mouths agape, for the head
waiter was a man they had
seen often before—the referee
of the afternoon's game.

Free Passes End
Small Crowd Worry

On one of the last plays of the
game, it appears that Poogy Morris, frosh acting captain, sustained
a knock on the head which brought
back a concussion which he had in
high school.
The starting lineup for the locals
was: Waalkes, I.e.; Van Dyke, l.t.;
Vande Brake, l.g.; Houtman, c.;
Zuidema, r.g.; Slager, r.t.; Kronemeyer, r.e.; Arendshorst, q.b.;
Flanagan, l.h.; Heneveld, r.h.; and
Morris, f.b. Hope substitutes were
Timmer, Jalving, Den Herder, Gogolin and Bertsch. No player was
outstanding for the frosh, while
Kemperman easily stood out for
Hillsdale.

Miss Marianne Bocks of Grand
Rapids entertained a group ol'
prospective teachers at her home
during the session of Teachers' Institute.

Miss Mildred Schuppert spent a
few days in Waupen, Wisconsin,
where she played the organ for the
fifteenth anniversary of the Waupen church.

CITY
NEWS
P r ! n te r y

Established 1872

"The Printcrf
Who Know
How"

• • •

Since the last publication of this
paper Hope lost its first game of
the season when Kalamazoo, before a Homecoming crowd, ran
roughshod over the Hingamen by
a 26 to 0 score. The Hornets proved to have too much sting in them
and long runs coupled with accurate passing spelled defeat for the
end of the quarter, Arendshorst re- Dutchmen.
turned a Hillsdale punt behind
some fine blocking nearly 40 yards.
Hope had a slight advantage at the
beginning of the last period, but
could not make their pass plays
click. The game ended with the
Baltimore, Md. — (ACP) — "Deball in Hillsdale possession in Hope emphasized" football is a reality
teritory.
at the Johns Hopkins University.

The second quarter saw each
team hold its own with Hillsdale
having a slight edge. Hope kicked
off to start the second half and on
the first punt run back Flanagan
received an ankle injury. Hillsdale
made another touchdown drive in
this period, Kemperman going over
on one of the many off tackle
smashes which the Dales featured
during the afternoon. Near the

HOLLAND

back stood out for Hope. The acsurate punting of Hadden was also
an outstanding feature of the
game.

The football financing problem has
been solved to the joy of fans by
allowing everybody to go to the
games on passes.
Ticket takers, hereafter, will only glance at "guest cards." The
cards are available to all askers
and cost nothing.
Each card will be good for
"bearer" and all comers—the card
owner can play host to his relatives
and friends at will. .
Under the new plan—never before attempted by a modern-day
university — Johns Hopkins will
never pay nor accept guarantees,
will finance its own trips away and
expect visiting teams to do the
same.

- * * * -i---i-i-i~»-iaAnrLrLn.rLrt

By Dick vScofleld
*

Remember Last Year at Alma!
with little result. Van Keuren
Hope and Kazoo
hurled a long pass to Munn, who
all the way to the Hope 10 beFreshmen Tie got
fore being hit. Tait went three
In Final Game yards off tackle and Van Keuren
Although outweighed and outgained, Hope's frosh football team
battled scorelessly with their rival
first year men from Kalamazoo in
a game played under the lights on
Thursday of last week. Both teams
presented scoring threats b u t
neither of them had the punch to
the final marker.
The first quarter was evenly
played although the ball was in
Hope territory most of the period.
Kalamazoo threatened at the start
of the second quarter. The Hornets
got their chance when they recovered a Hope fumble on the local
15-yard marker, but three plays
later Waalkes stole the ball from
the hands of Tait, Hornet passer,
to end the threat.

If present plans are completed
several coeds will be selected to
form an athletic board in connecThe Hope College chapter of Pi tion with the Woman's Activity
Kappa Delta is the largest chapter League. The plan was discussed at
of this organization in the United the meeting of league representaStates.
tives held on last Wednesday. This
will not conflict with the Y. W.
basket ball team but will rather
"Say it with Flowers"
promote all women's athletics on
IT'S "MUM" TIME
the campus.
A tentative program f o r the remainder of the school year was
Phone 9496
outlined and committee chairmen
were appointed. Molly Vaupell
will be in charge of the Woman's
League's annual May Day. A carnival, one of the outstanding
events of the year's program, will
be an all-college event with Marge
Moody in charge.
Complete mimeographed year
books will be out this month.

Ebelink Flower Shop

Lievense Bowling
Alleys
9th & Central
Special Ratei to Students

RUSH'S PLACE
208 River Ave.

fumbled on the next play, Kronemeyer recovering for the Dutch.
Timmer hit the line for five yards
as the game ended.
The Van Keuren brothers stood
out for Kalamazoo, while the play
of Hope's line and Timmer in the
backfield were the outstanding
highlights for the locals. Thus
ended the first freshman M.I.A.A.
schedule at Hope college in seven
years: Summary:
Hope (0)
Kazoo (0)
Waalkes
L.E
Lemmer
v
« n Dyke
L.T...P. Van Keuren
Gogolin
L.G
Blanchard
Houtman
C
Wood
Vande Brake ...R.G
Slavin
Slager
R.T
Lyth
Kronemeyer ....R.E
Nash
Arendshorst ... Q .M. Van Keuren
Flanagan
L.H
Tait
Heneveld
R.H
Harrison
Timmer
F
Webber
Officials—Lee Kleis, referee; Bill
Vande Water, umpire; and Ed
Scheerhorn, head linesman.
o

A few moments later Wood intercepted a Hope pass thrown by
Timmer on the local 35-yard line,
and carried it back to the Hope
12-yard stripe before being downed
by Morris. There the Hope line
proved a stone wall, and the ball
went over to the frosh on downs.
The third period was a lot like
the first in that each team preserved its final "yumph" f o r the
One week from tomorrow, Satnext quarter.
urday, November 13, the Dutch
Hope presented only one threat gridsters will journey to their last
in the fourth period when Waalkes encounter for the '37 season and
intercepted Van Keuren's pass in attempt to down an aggressive
midfield, carrying it to the Kala- Albion foe at the eastern college.
mazoo 30-yard marker before beAt the present writing it is
ing knocked out of bounds. Hope hardly possible to /estimate <:the
tried two passes but both fell in- importance this engagement will
complete and the ball went to Kal- have in Conference ratings. Both
amazoo on their own 24-yard line. Albion and Hope are playing ball
On the heels of the Hope series this week-end. Albion will take on
of plays in a desperate attempt to the M.I.A.A. leaders from Kalascore, Kalamazoo presented a mazoo. To six members of Hindrive of 60 yards down the field ga's squad, however, the game will
as the most spectacular series of serve as a farewell to Hope cleats
the game. A pass from Van Keu- and jersies. Hadden, Schaubel,
ren to Nash netted 20 yards, plac- Thomas, Northouse, Van Domelen.
ing the ball on the Kalamazoo 46- and Boot will be playing their last
yard line, and a pass from Tait to game.
Lemmer was good for a first down
Close Finish in M.I.A.A.
on the Hope 41.
There is a possibility in the
After several stabs at the line minds of many—remote, but still

Hope Plays Albion
There Next Week

Wonlan's Activity League When Victory Hung
Plans Athletic Progam
By A Tackles Pants

Compliments from

Year Anchor Priotere for
More Than 40 Years.

Visitors Have Slight Edge
As Past Records
Are Viewed

(ACP) The fate of the Spearfish Normal football team, from
Spearfish, S. D., hung on a pair of
football pants, two weeks ago.
The team had come to Aberdeen
to play the Northern State Teachers College. The Spearfish team had
an "All-American" tackle, according to its coach, but he couldn't
play because they couldn't find a
pair of pants to fit his 260 pounds
of b^awn and muscle.
"I've wired
every sporting
goods company and if a pair arrives in time f o r the game so I
can use him, we'll have a good
chance to win," said the coach. •
Enmity waa at a standstill when
a group of sophs and frosh buried
the hatchet and did some Hallowe'ening at Virginia Muller's cottage at Idlewood Beach.

Holland
Beauty
Shop

possible—of a three-way tie in the
finals for conference honors. Kalamazoo, so f a r undefeated, meets
a strong Hillsdale eleven tomorrow and the battle is at Hillsdale.
Should the Dales down the Kazoo
power house it would leave Kazoo,
Hillsdale and the winner of tomorrow's game here in a three-way
tie for first place with one defeat
each. The following week would
decide the event for Alma and
Hillsdale then meet, and Alma, unless defeated tomorrow would be
battling it out with the Dales f o r

We oBer the very best in
workmanship

Dopesters Say "Alma"

Alma comes here this week-end
a strong aggressive eleven. Their
marginal defeat by Kazoo last
week only emphasizes that point.
Many in Holland tonight are remembering Hope's 26 to 0 collapse
of two weeks back, also the heartbreaking Ypsi score of last Saturday. The Scots tied the Normal
eleven 12-12 three weeks ago, and
have, according to many writers,
improved much since that time.
However, all is not sadness here
this week-end. Through the maze
of past scores and dope sheets
Hopeites are figuring another angle. Encouragement is coming to
them from other sources and they
believe it. If it was not for this
the tension and excitement which
is choking the fraternity houses,
and dormitories here tonight would
never have found its life.
For the spirit here doesn't seem
to be a matter of duty. It isn't
a do or die affair. It is do and
win, and the longer these Dutch
enthusiasts talk, the more convinced they become.
Hope scored more first downs
than Kazoo and they scored more
than Ypsi. Kalamazoo's most fatal blow to Hope was the injuries
they inflicted and against Normal
the next week Hope's line-up was
but a shell of its former strength.
Even so, the local boys pushed the
Normal club all around the field.
The loss of Marcus for the rest of
the year is serious and cannot be
overlooked, but Thomas promised a
lot last week and is a big hope for
Plugging that half-back position
tomorrow.
Northouse Is Back
Lou Nordhouse, without dispute
one of the best tackles in the conference, will return tomorrow for
his first appearance since the
Grand Rapids Junior game, and
thereupon lie hopes for an improved line. Powers, too, is again
ready for play this week. All in all
the starting eleven tomorrow will
look better than local fans have
seen it for many a week. With Marcus back it would be completely intact.

Three of the Scots' backs are
seniors with nearly four years of
college ball behind them. Two
more of their classmates are on
the line. This team is almost the
same one that tripped Hope in
8s[
^......
e i r opener UofI 1last
year. The
l a nders h a v e
A
^
»<* g o t t e n this
out on top
tomorrow, and ^Hills- ^ J e r
dale on the following week-end
And (BO, as homecoming celeshould give Alma her third de- brations go on tonight, the views
feat, then Kazoo, Hillsdale and and opinions here concerning toHope would all be tied up at one morrow and the outcome are of
defeat each, whic)i, according to the many variations. The boys downnew rulings in ^khe M.I.A.A., would town are dubious and look with a
call for a play-off;
/
wary eye at the dope sheets and
The possibilities of things break- season sUtistics. On the campus
ing f a r enough to allow that to the new enthusiasm and hope is
happen are most improbable. . . growing stronger and stronger. On
However, according to Minnesota, the field tomorrow the whole thing
anything can happen in a football will be decided by sheer brawn and
game.
brains, for whatever the outcome,
it is bound to be a real football
Pane.
Quality Shoe Repairing
That's Our Business
Mickey Lemke, Voorhees hall,
DICK" THE SHOE DOCTOR
spent
last week-end at Oostbunr.
Electric Shoe Hospital
Wis.
^

188J^ River Ave.

Why Talk Las?

-*

Gridiron tension has reached a
new high here today. Players, students and alumni, one and all, are
waiting and wondering, hoping,
yes and praying, for a turn in the
destiny of the orange and blue
squad, and a sudden halt of the
Dutch losing streak of the past
two weeks.
Tomorrow Hinga and his squad
face the Scots of Alma, the mighty
Scots but once defeated and only
then by a Kalamazoo place kick.
Hope faces another homecoming and
a chance to revenge the defeat of
last year, Hinga's first homecoming loss in his six years at Hope.
But, more than that, and this they
well know, they face their last
chance to stay in the running for
M.I.A.A. football laurels this season. When the last whistle is
blown tomorrow afternoon the "to
be" or "has been" aspect of Hope
'37 will have been decided—definitely.
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